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Step 1: 
Mount mid-rail bracket to post with 

1 ea. Torx screw.

Step 3: 
Fasten rails onto mid-rail bracket 

using 2 ea. Torx screws.

Step 2: 
Set rail into place.

←

Step 1: 
Mount quick return bracket to post at 
desired angle with 2 ea. Torx screws.

Step 3: 
Secure rails together using epoxy 

adhesive (Not Included).

Step 2: 
Slide rail onto splice to connect 

rail and quick return bracket.
(Bracket includes splice and 

splice ring)

←

Step 1: 
Mount mid-rail bracket to post at 

desired angle with 1 ea. Torx screw.

Step 3: 
Fasten rails onto mid-rail bracket 

using 2 ea. Torx screws.

Step 2: 
Set rail into place.

←

Moun
desired
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←

Step 1: 
Slide rail onto splice from both ends.

Step 2: 
Fasten splice into rails using 

screws or adhesive (Not Included).

← ←

Step 1: 
Slide rail onto splice from both ends.

(Splice ring NOT used in this scenario)

Step 3: 
Fasten rails onto mid-rail bracket 

using 2 ea. Torx screws.

Step 2: 
Set rail onto mid-rail bracket.

← ←

←←
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Step 1: 
Slide universal angle splice into rail.

Step 3: 
Secure rails together using 

epoxy adhesive (Not Included).

Step 2: 
Slide rail onto universal angle 

splice.

←

←



Step 1: 
Locate and attach mid-rail bracket.  
Ensure that the P-loop extends a 
minimum of 12” beyond the step 

then cut P-Loop at half way point of 
mid-rail bracket.

Step 3: 
Fasten splice and P-loop onto 

mid-rail bracket using 2 ea. Torx 
screws.

Step 2: 
Attach universal angle splice 

or straight splice depending on 
application.

Step 4: 
Center the quick return bracket on 
post and align it with bottom end of 
the P-Loop.  Mark and cut at P-loop

where bracket ends.

Step 6: 
Fasten quick return bracket 

to post using 2 ea. Torx screws.

Step 5: 
Connect quick return bracket to rail 
using splice included with bracket.  
Secure rails together using epoxy 

adhesive (Not Included)

←

←
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Step 1: 
Slide end cap into open end of rail.

Step 2: 
Secure end cap into rail using 

epoxy adhesive (Not Included).

←
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←

Step 1: 
Mount mid-rail brackets to post 

with 1 ea. Torx screw per bracket

Step 3: 
Fasten rails onto mid-rail brackets 

using 2 ea. Torx screws per bracket.

Step 2: 
Set outside corner rail onto 

mid-rail brackets.  Ensure rail 
is even and level

Step 1: 
Mount inside corner bracket to post 

with 4 ea. Torx screws.

Step 3: 
Fasten rail onto bracket using 

2 ea. Torx screws.

Step 2: 
Place 90 degree inside corner 
rail onto bracket.  Ensure rail is 

even and level.
←


